Plastic Moulding Design Guide

Nominal Wall Thickness
It is important that this should be correctly designed. A wall section that is too thin can lead to structural
failure or poor insulation characteristics.
A wall section that is too thick can result in appearance defects and an overweight or over-engineered
part. With the latter point it is also worth remembering that wall thickness governs the moulding cycle
time – the thicker the section the longer the cycle time and therefore the more expensive the part
becomes. Furthermore, plastics shrink during cooling which in thick sections can result either in the
surface of the part forming a sink mark or an internal void.
In most applications a thin, uniform wall with ribs is preferable to a thick wall. There are general guidelines
for how thick a part should be, typically 0.75mm – 3mm for filled materials and 0.5mm – 5mm for unfilled.
However, this does depend on the design and function of the part concerned.
Draft Angles

No single draft angle can be applied to all part designs. Factors like wall thickness, material selection,
ejection, shrink rates, finish/texture, wall depth, and manufacturing capabilities all come into play.
However, there are some simple rules that can be followed that can help.
When designing a part, apply as much draft angle as possible—a general rule of thumb is 1 degree of draft
per 1 inch of cavity depth, but that can change with the aforementioned factors. Try following these
general guidelines

Feature
VERTICAL FACES

Recommended Draft Angel
0.5°

MOST SITUATIONS

2°

MINIMUM FOR SHUT OFF

3°

MINIMUM FOR LIGHT TEXTURE

3°

MINIMUM FOR MEDIUM TEXTURE

5°+
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Rib Guidelines

Component section = S
Draft per Rib Side = A = 0.5° - 1.5°
Rib Height = H = < 5 x S (usually 2.5 – 3 x S)
Radius = R = > 0.25 x S – 0.4 x S
Rib thickness = X = 0.4 x S – 0.8 x S
Rib spacing = 2 x S –3 x S

Bosses
These are usually incorporated to facilitate mechanical
assembly. They can be designed to accommodate selftapping screws, push-in or moulded-in inserts or used
for ultrasonic welding. Therefore, the boss may have to
withstand a variety of forces – tension, torsion,
compression, shear and flexing.
Design suggestions:
• Wall thickness of the boss should be 50% to 70% of
the nominal wall. However, this may not be sufficient to
withstand the stresses imposed by an insert but a
thicker section can cause sink marks. Frequently, a
compromise is required.
• Minimum radius of 25% of the wall thickness at the
base of the boss is recommended. Further strength may
be achieved through the use of support ribs.
• Strength can also be increased by attaching the boss
to a nearby wall using a rib.

It is important that this should be correctly designed. A
wall section that
is too thin can lead to structural failure or poor
insulation characteristics.
A wall section that is too thick can result in appearance
defects and an overweight or over-engineered part.
With the latter point it is also worth remembering that
wall thickness governs the moulding cycle time – the
thicker the section the longer the cycle time and
therefore the more expensive the part becomes.
Furthermore, plastics shrink during cooling which in
thick sections can result either in the surface of the part
forming a sink mark or an internal void.
In most applications a thin, uniform wall with ribs is
preferable to a thick wall. There are general guidelines
for how thick a part should be, typically 0.75mm – 3mm
for filled materials and 0.5mm – 5mm for unfilled.
However, this does depend on the design and function
of the part concerned.
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